“Good, Bad and Ugly” Truth About the Publishing
Industry
Guest Opportunity: Tara Richter Top Rated Publisher, Lifelong Entrepreneur, Business Intermediary and Author
of “Write a Book in 4 Weeks!”
Are you frustrated over your manuscript getting rejected? Did your submission get accepted, but still have
nothing to show for it?
The times of writing a manuscript and submitting it to big publishing houses to only get rejected time and time
again are over. Even if you were lucky enough to get accepted, the publishing house would take 90% of your
royalties.
The publishing industry has gone through revolution and now anyone can self publish a book. This helps the
authors keep 100% of their royalties and control every aspect of their project.
Critically Acclaimed Publisher and Author Tara Richter uses her book “Write a Book in 4 Weeks!” to elaborate
on how her manuals contain the tools to help write your own book in 4 weeks and brand yourself as an expert
in your field.
Tara Richter can elaborate on the following questions:
* What are the steps to becoming self published? Where do I begin?
* How can one successfully “Write a Book in 4 Weeks?”
* How can publishing a book help you gain exposure for your career?
* Why does publishing a book automatically make you an expert?
* How can you leverage your book to get you free publicity?
Meet Tara Richter
* Breaks the Rules of Traditional Publishing
* President of Richter Publishing LLC
* Author of 10 Books
* Specializes in helping authors write their book in 4 weeks
* Leads and Organizer of her own Self Publishing Seminars
* Finalist for Tampa Bay’s Business Woman of the Year Award
* Worked with Many Celebrity Entrepreneurs including Kevin Harrington from
ABC’s Shark Tank
* Featured in Many National Publications Including CNN, ABC, Fox, USA Today,
etc…
For more information call (727) 487-2088
Or email richterpublishing@icloud.com

